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Routing security has a great importance to the security of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). There are various kinds of attacks when establishing the routing path between the source and destination. The adversaries attempt to deceive the source node and get the privilege of data transmission. Then, they try to launch the malicious behaviors such as passive or active attacks. Due to the characteristics of the MANETs, e.g. dynamic topology, open medium, distributed cooperation, and constrained capability, it is difficult to verify the behaviors of nodes and detect malicious nodes without revealing any privacy. In this paper, we present PVad, an approach conducting privacy-preserving verification in the routing discovery phase of MANETs. PVad tries to find the existing communication rules via the association rules instead of making the rules. PVad consists of two phases, a reasoning phase deducing the expected log data of the peers, and a verification phase using a Merkle Hash Tree to verify the correctness of the derived information without revealing any privacy of nodes on the expected routing paths. Without deploying any special nodes to assist the verification, PVad can detect multiple malicious nodes by itself. To show that our approach can be used to guarantee the security of the MANETs, we conducted our experiments in NS3 as well as the real router environment, with the improvement of the detection accuracy by 4% on average compared to our former work.
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1. Introduction

The Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [1] are continuously self-configuring, infrastructure-less networks of mobile devices connected without wires. In such a network, all mobile nodes collaborate with each other and establish routing in a self-organized way. The primary goal of routing in MANETs is to establish a correct and efficient path through which data can be efficiently and securely transmitted. The adversaries may launch attacks in the routing discovery phase and perform malicious behaviors after they get involved in the routing path. If the routing is initialized incorrectly or the messages are forwarded through malicious adversaries, the entire network will be prone to be paralyzed.

To mitigate the security problems in MANETs, the prospective secure routing mechanism of MANETs should also consider the following features. Self-organized. Because there is no centralized node in MANETs, each node acts as both the host and router [2]. It is necessary to have a decentralized verification to check the security in MANETs without introducing a third party. Dynamic topology. Dynamic topology causes wireless links to
be established and broken immediately. An adversary can send spurious messages to the source node to sneak into the routing path. To protect MANETs from the attacks, it is significant to impose a security mechanism on the routing discovery phase. Coordinated attack. The adversaries launch attacks in a coordinated way, on the same or different routing paths. Recent efforts that focus on detecting attackers on the same routing path [3] become insufficient. A new strategy to deal with multiple-path malicious behaviors is needed. Privacy Preserving. There is an inherent tension between verification and privacy-preservation because the attack detection usually requires revealing private log data of nodes [4] [5]. Recent work, such as PeerReview [6], detects faults by collecting all information from each node, which cannot satisfy the privacy-preserving requirement. Most importantly, we need a solution in MANETs to perform the verification without revealing important private data.

Considering the above features, we present PVad (Privacy-Preserving Verification for Secure Routing in Ad Hoc Networks), a mechanism which guarantees the security of Ad Hoc Networks during the routing discovery phase. First, PVad can supervise MANETs to choose a secure routing path from dynamically changing topologies in the routing discovery phase. Second, PVad conducts verification through the hosts in a self-organized manner without any help from a third party. The decentralized nodes cooperate with each other to derive evidence from important routing logs according to the predefined reasoning rules. After establishing a secure path and ensuring destination as a legal host, PVad can detect the existence of malicious nodes on the routing path as well as the exact position of them. Finally, PVad does not compromise our goal of protecting privacy for each node. PVad combines reasoning and verification to combat adversaries depending on the log evidence that we have already learned during the execution phase, and we needn’t merge the whole log table from different routers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide the overview and roadmap of our approach in Section 2. Then, we elaborate the reasoning and verification of PVad in Section 3. In section 4, we present our implementation and evaluation that consists of both NS3 simulations and real case studies. We depict related work in Section 5. Finally, we discuss future work and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Overview and Roadmap

We consider an ad hoc network scenario in which the nodes connect with each other randomly. Only the message source is initially trusted and there might be more than one malicious node during the routing path discovery phase.

In the routing discovery phase, the source node sends a routing request RREQ to its neighbors [7]. The IP address of destination is mounted in the RREQ packet. Whenever an intermediated node has the correct routing or it is the exact destination, it will reply with a routing response RREP to the source node. Then, a routing path is established and the sender will start data transmission through the established path. In the attacker scenario, malicious nodes can send fake packets back to the source node in order to defraud the right of routing data during the routing discovery [8]. For instance, a malicious node can declare that it has the shortest and latest path to the destination by forging the RREP packet, which is known as the first step of the black hole attack.

Therefore, the source node should verify the authenticity of the destination. Although the routing path to the real destination has been established, we cannot ensure whether the routing is expedited or if the destination received the messages the source sent in case of intermediated malicious nodes. PVad can verify that each node partici-
participating in data transmission along the routing path is benign using the reasoning rules for transmission and the privacy-preserving evidence from each node. Otherwise, a potential attack may occur at some malicious nodes. The overview architecture of PVad is given in Figure 1.

Unlike ProTracer [9] that logged the information by its own debugging system, we make use of logs that exist in the routers. First, we use the logs on the trusted source node S to deduce the information that should be held by destination node D. We are not sure whether D is benign or it received the messages we sent. PVad verifies D’s real log to check whether it can provide evidence to prove its correctness by using the Merkle Hash Tree. Figure 1(a) shows the destination verification. If the result is true, we use the information from the source and destination to verify whether the intermediated nodes are well-behaved (Figure 1(b)). If the result is false, we just use the log of the destination to deduce the logs of the intermediated routers (Figure 1(c)). In this way, we can finally guarantee the security of the intermediated routers along the routing path and make sure the whole path is healthy.

With PVad, we can first establish the correct routing path and find out the real destination. Then, we can ensure the established routing path is secure and the malicious intermediated nodes are detected. Unlike the previous study on minimum observer sets [10] which trusts both the source and destination to deduce the information of the intermediated routers, we choose to trust only the source node because we cannot get the
Table 1: The Deduction Rules for PVad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>getRequest(@M,S,D,SEQ) :-sendRequest(@C,S,D,SEQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>reqForward(@M,S,D,SEQ,STAUS) :- getRequest(@M,S,D,SEQ), STAUS='YES/NO'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>getReply(@C,S,D,SEQ) :-reqForward(@M,S,D,SEQ,STAUS), sendReply(@R,S,D,SEQ), STAUS='NO'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>findDest (@C,S,D,SEQ) :-getReply(@C,S,D,SEQ), getReply (@C,S,D,SEQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>findDest’(@M,S,D,SEQ) :-findDest (@C,S,D,SEQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>dataLink (@C,S,D,SEQ,STAUS) :-findDest (@C,S,D,SEQ), sendRequest (@C,S,D,SEQ), STAUS='YES/NO'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>authSend (@R,S,D,SEQ,MSG) :-dataLink (@C,S,D,SEQ,STAUS), msgRequest (@C,S,D,SEQ,MSG), STAUS='YES'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>msgForward (@M,S,D,SEQ,MSG) :-authSend (@R,S,D,SEQ,MSG), sendMsg (@C,S,D,SEQ,MSG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

information from the real destination from the beginning. The attacker model is more general to allow the destination node to be malicious.

Except for guaranteeing the security of the routing process of MANETs, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. Accuracy. Our approach should not regard a normal node as a malicious one, and we can detect the exact malicious nodes as well as the general features of the attacks.
2. Early-protection. The mechanism should not realize that there are malicious nodes in the routing path when some problems emerge during the data transmission or the network is paralyzed. The detection is performed at the earliest routing discovery phase.
3. Non-third-party. The whole confidential reasoning and hash verification should be accomplished without introducing any extra nodes or third party.
4. Privacy-preserving. The system should not reveal the confidential logs directly. Any attempt to leak the confidentiality of the nodes is forbidden.

3. PVad Reasoning and Verification

In this section we elaborate PVad in detail. We explain the confidential reasoning as well as the privacy-preserving verification of PVad.

3.1 Finding the Rules in MANETs

In MANETs, the equipments link and communicate with each other in certain ways which have been set before they send the messages. We need to find these communication rules instead of making them. Many approaches [11] [12] relied on rule-based processing which improved the routers’ debugging ability, but it requires the operator to have domain knowledge and involves a human operator to make the rules for the detection. Making the rules for the working routers is impossible in MANETs, and PVad tries to find the existing rules for them. We use the Apriori algorithm to do the rule-mining among the routers and we study the basic communication rules in the following section.

Association rules describe items that occur together frequently in a dataset and are
widely-used for market basket analysis. As the original definition [13], the problem of association rule-mining is defined as: Let \( I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\} \) be a set of attributes called items. For example, \( \text{sendRequest}(\@C, S, D, \text{SEQ}) \) can be one item. Let \( D = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m\} \) be a set of transactions called the database. Each transaction in \( D \) contains a subset of items in \( I \). A rule is defined as an implication of the form \( X \Rightarrow Y \) where \( X, Y \in I \) and \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \). Support \( \text{supp}(X) \) of an itemset \( X \) is defined as the proportion of transactions in the data set which contains the itemset. The confidence of a rule is defined as

\[
\text{conf}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{supp}(X \cap Y)}{\text{supp}(X)}
\]

In our problem setting, each log message is one item. We get the logs from the .pcap file of NS-3 [14] and the syslogs from the routers. In order to construct the transactions, we use a sliding window \( W \) and the size of the window will influence the performance of finding rules. We discuss the window size in our evaluation part. The logs in the same time window are regarded as a transaction. In one such transaction, the log messages in window \( W \) are considered as the items showing up. We find the rules of the routing discovery phase in MANETs through the association rules and we set the threshold of the confidence as 100%. \( \text{conf}(X \Rightarrow Y) = 100\% \) means that if \( X \) emerges, \( Y \) will also exist.

### 3.2 The Deduction Rules for PVad

We use NDlog to conduct the reasoning procession. NDlog is based on the Datalog [15]. A Datalog program includes a set of declarative rules. Every rule has the form \( p :- q_1, q_2, q_3, \ldots, q_n \) which means as “\( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) and \( q_3 \) and \( q_n \) implies \( p \)”. For instance, the rule \( \text{A}(\@X, S) :- \text{B}(\@X, P), S=2*P \) says that the left tuple \( \text{A}(\@X, S) \) should be derived on node \( X \) if there exists a tuple \( \text{B}(\@X, P) \), and \( S=2*P \). Commas separating the predicates in the right side represent logical conjunctions. Datalog rules can refer to one another in a recursive fashion. NDlog supports the location specifier as a store of information in each rule. The specifier is represented as an \( \@ \) symbol followed by an attribute.

We conduct the subsequent confidential deduction by using the rules in Table 1. In these rules, \( C \) and \( R \) represent the sender’s and receiver’s storage place respectively. \( S \) represents the sender, \( D \) means the receiver and \( \text{SEQ} \) represents the destination sequence number which is used to determine the freshness of the routing information. \( R \) is the storage place of the receiver and the intermediated router stores its messages in the place of \( M \). MSG is the message that the source node intends to send to the destination host. In the phase of the routing discovery, MSG can be the HELLO message or other test message to check whether the routing path is unblocked.

When a sender is to find a route, it first broadcasts a routing request, \( \text{sendRequest}(\@C, S, D, \text{SEQ}) \), to its neighbors. The request means \( S \) wants to find a routing path to \( D \) whose sequence number is in \( \text{SEQ} \) and this request is logged at \( C \). When the neighbors get the request, \( \text{getRequest}(\@M, S, D, \text{SEQ}) \), they compare their own IP with the received one; if two values are different, the neighbors continue to broadcast the routing request \( \text{reqForward}(\@M, S, D, \text{SEQ}, \text{STAUS}) \). But if the two values are the same, this means the destination is found, and the destination sends the reply to the source node \( \text{sendReply}(\@R, S, D, \text{SEQ}) \) (Rule 1-3). When the source node gets the reply and the destination gets the request, it means that we found the destination (Rule 4). The predicate \( \text{findDest} \) and \( \text{findDest}’ \) have identical semantics, but the difference is only for the storage place (Rule 5). Once the sender finds the destination, the data
link is established (Rule 6). After that, when the sender proposes the message sending request msgRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ, MSG), the destination should authorize the request (Rule 7). After authorization, the source node begins to send the messages and the intermediated routers should forward the messages (Rule 8).

Except for the primary rules presented in Table 1, there are still auxiliary NDlog rules to support the correct running of our whole reasoning process. For instance, due to Rule 4 in Table 1, we know the following auxiliary rule holds: getRequest (@R, S, D, SEQ) :- findDest (@C, S, D, SEQ), getReply (@C, S, D, SEQ). We know Rule 1, and we also imply that the following rule holds: sendRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ) :- getRequest (@M, S, D, SEQ).

### 3.3 Reasoning

With the above deduction rules, we can initiate the whole reasoning process. First, we use the sender’s information to infer messages from the receiver to identify the destination node. For convenience, this phase is denoted by \( S \rightarrow D \) (source node deduces the destination node), which consists of the reasoning of the following propositions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{getReply (@C, S, D, SEQ)} & \land \text{sendRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ)} \\
\rightarrow \text{sendReply (@R, S, D, SEQ)} & \quad \text{(r1)} \\
\text{findDest (@C, S, D, SEQ)} & \land \text{getReply (@C, S, D, SEQ)} \\
\rightarrow \text{getRequest (@R, S, D, SEQ)} & \quad \text{(r2)} \\
\text{dataLink (@C, S, D, SEQ, 'YES')} & \land \text{msgRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ, MSG)} \\
\rightarrow \text{authSend (@R, S, D, SEQ, MSG)} & \quad \text{(r3)}
\end{align*}
\]

We use the messages of \( S \) stored at the place of \( C \) to infer information from the destination stored at \( R \). Combined with the basic rules and NDlog language, the expected information of the receiver can be obtained. These messages should be on the destination node according to the transmission mechanism. Then, a major problem is how we know whether the receiver truly has such information. One simple solution is that we can go through the log information of \( D \) and then we will know the result. However, this approach can violate the principle of privacy and we cannot achieve verifiability. Therefore, how can we conduct a privacy-preserving verification which protects the privacy of an individual log at the same time? Next, we will introduce the Merkle Hash Tree into our method to realize the goal of privacy protection.

### 3.4 Privacy-Preserving Verification

In this section, we introduce the mechanism of privacy-preserving verification. We use the Merkle Hash Tree [16] (MHT) to preserve the privacy during verification. MHT is a tree in which every non-leaf node is labeled with the hash value of the labels of its children nodes, and every leaf node is labeled with the hash value of real data. As a kind of binary tree, the edges of MHT from every parent’s node to its two children are tagged with 0 and 1 respectively; see Figure 2. The purpose of verification is to ensure that the expected actions or messages derived in the reasoning phase exist in the log of related nodes. The process consists of four steps: encoding messages, tree building, hash calculating, and final verification.

Before building the tree, we should first encode the information. Take the following message encoding as an example. getRequest (@M, S_1, D_1, SEQ)
can be encoded by specifying $S_1 = "10"$, $D_1 = "1000"$, $SEQ = "101"$. The message `reqForward(@M, S_2, D_2, SEQ, STAUS='NO')` can be encoded by specifying $S_2 = "01"$, $D_2 = "0110"$, $SEQ = "010"$, $STAUS(NO) = "0"$. How many bits the variables, such as $S_1$ and $S_2$, cost for the message encoding will depend on the number of nodes and number of variables. Our goal is to distinguish each message for different nodes by encoding the messages.

Next, it is the tree building process. After encoding the text message `reqForward(@M, S_2, D_2, SEQ, STAUS='NO')` as a string "0101100100", we use it to build the tree. Each router will build a Merkle Hash Tree using its log information. We label the node’s left child as 1 and right child as 0. With the string, we can build a tree, which is stored as an array.

Then, we can calculate the hash value of each node $i$: $H_i = (H(\text{node}_\text{num} \parallel \text{bit}_\text{data} \parallel \text{parent}_\text{num} \parallel \text{string} \parallel \text{parent}_\text{bit}_\text{data} \parallel H_{\text{left}_\text{child}} \parallel H_{\text{right}_\text{child}})$. As an index of node array, node_num specifies the array element w.r.t the current node. Similarly, parent_num specifies the array element w.r.t the parent of the current node. bit_data and parent_bit_data are the value of the current node and parent node respectively, which can be either 0 or 1. When a node is the root of MHT, we define parent_bit_data of this node as ‘X’. H_{left_child} and H_{right_child} are the hash value of the left child and right child respectively. They will be empty if the current node is a leaf node. We can calculate the hash value from the leaf node to the root, and this value will be published. That means every node may know the root hash value of any other nodes.

In the verification phase, the router $S_2$ infers the information `reqForward(@M, S_2, D_2, SEQ, STAUS='NO')` of $D_2$, then $S_2$ will ask $D_2$ whether you are the real destination with such information. To answer the question, first, $D_2$ uses the string "0101100100" to find the leaf node in its own hash tree and then provides the leaf’s brother hash value and the node_num, parent_num, parent_bit_data and string of the leaf for $S_2$ during every level of the tree. Then $S_2$ can use these values to calculate the root hash of the tree from the leaf to the root. If the latter equals the published value, the verification result is true.
After we have ensured that the destination node is the legal host, we move to the intermediated router verification phase. To make sure the whole routing path is healthy without malicious nodes, we need to verify the forwarding nodes, ensure that they transmit the data according to the rules and eliminate the possibility of launching attacks such as passive or active attacks. We have proved that the information of the destination node is correct, and we can use the information on both $S$ and $D$ to conduct the following deduction. We call this process as $S+D\rightarrow M$ (source node and destination node deduce intermediated routers). In this process we should reason the following propositions:

sendRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ) → getRequest (@M, S, D, SEQ) \hspace{1cm} (r4)
getReply (@C, S, D, SEQ) ∧ sendRequest (@R, S, D, SEQ) → reqForward (@M, S, D, SEQ, ‘NO’) \hspace{1cm} (r5)
getReply (@C, S, D, SEQ) ∧ getRequest (@R, S, D, SEQ) → findDest' (@M, S, D, SEQ) \hspace{1cm} (r6)
sendMsg (@C, S, D, SEQ, MSG) ∧ authSend (@R, S, D, SEQ, MSG) → msgForward (@M, S, D, SEQ, MSG) \hspace{1cm} (r7)

Then, we use the Mekle Hash Tree to verify that the real logs of the intermediated routers comply with the expected log messages, e.g. reqForward (@M, S, D, SEQ, STAUS).

If the logs of the destination are false, we should find out which intermediated routers influenced them and find out the passive attacker. We call this process as $S\rightarrow M$ (source node deduces the intermediated routers). In this process, we should reason the following propositions:

sendRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ) → reqForward (@M, S, D, SEQ) \hspace{1cm} (r8)
sendRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ) → getRequest (@M, S, D, SEQ, STAUS) \hspace{1cm} (r9)
findDest (@C, S, D, SEQ) → findDest' (@M, S, D, SEQ) \hspace{1cm} (r10)
dataLink (@C, S, D, SEQ, ‘YES’) ∧ sendMsg (@C, S, D, SEQ, MSG) ∧ msgRequest (@C, S, D, SEQ, MSG) → authSend (@R, S, D, SEQ, MSG) \hspace{1cm} (r11)

### 3.5 PVad Algorithm

We define $S$ as the sender and $D$ as the receiver, and $m_i$ represents the medial routers ($m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n$). The functions $Reason()$ and $MHT()$ in Algorithm 1 are used to reason the expected logs and verify the logs.

**step 1.** The sender uses its own logs to reason the expected logs ($\tau'_D$) of the destination with the rules. Then, the sender verifies the expected logs and the real logs of the destination with MHT. If the verification result is false, PVad jumps to step 3 for active attack detection. Otherwise, PVad jumps to step 2 for passive attack detection.

**step 2.** We use the log of $S$ and $D$ to reason the prospective results about the log of the intermediated routers $m_i$, and use the results to verify the real log of $m_i$ with the Merkle Hash Tree. If a violation is found, there exist some faults and the router $m_i$ has the malicious behavior. If all routers $R_i$ are well-behaved, then the routing path was chosen.
step 3. We use the log of $S$ to reason and verify the logs of the intermediated routers to find out the passive attackers.

Algorithm 1 PVad Algorithm

Input: intermediated_route_list ($m_1$, $m_2$, $m_3$ ... $m_n$), containing intermediated routers; $\tau_C$, source’s logs; $\tau_D$, destination’s logs. Reason($\tau_C, D$) is the function that using the logs ($\tau_C$) on the sender to deduce the logs on the destination ($D$). MHT($\tau_D, \tau_D'$) is the function that using the MHT to verify the real logs and the expected logs.

Output: Return the detected malicious node.

1: $\tau_D' = \text{Reason (}$ $\tau_C, D$ $)$
2: result = MHT ($\tau_D, \tau_D'$);
3: if result then
   4: “$D$ is in the good condition”
   5: for $i = n$ to 1 do
      6: $\tau_i' = \text{Reason (}$ $\tau_C + \tau_D, m_i$ $)$
      7: result = MHT ($\tau_i, \tau_i'$);
      8: if result then
         9: $m_i$ changed its own logs;
         10: else
            11: CONTINUE;
      else
         12: END IF
      end for
   else
      13: END IF
   end if
4: end for

4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate PVad through our experimental results. Specifically, our goal is to answer the following research questions.

4.1 Experiment Setup

We did our experiments on NS-3 and a real router environment respectively. In NS-3, we configured the nodes that ran the AODV protocols and we injected few malicious nodes that dropped or tampered with the logs of the nodes. As for the real routers, we launched attacks towards the routers in the link. To evaluate PVad’s performance, we set our former work CRVad [17] and SyslogDigest [18] as the benchmarks. CRVad does not use the algorithm to find the rules and is handled by operators, while SyslogDigest focuses on the syslog analyses to do the anomaly detection. We show the performances of our approach and the results of the comparison with these two works in this section.

4.2 Description of System Models

PVad uses an open source tool IRIS [19] to conduct the reasoning process, and proves that the reasoning rules we inferred are correct. All of the reasoning results we have been written in NDlog and verified by IRIS. We build up multi-hop topology among different nodes. In the simulation environment, we use the Logging Module of NS3 to log sent and received messages. We use the tracking system in NS3 to get the content of the log. In a real case environment, we get the syslogs from the real routers and store
them in the SQL server. Then, each node can use these kinds of log entries to build up its own Merkle Hash Tree.

PVAd can detect the misbehavior and identify the malicious nodes automatically. First, PVAd extracts the logs from .pcap files or SQL server. Second, PVAd uses the Apriori algorithm to do the rule-mining among the logs. Third, for the source node, PVAd uses its logs with the corresponding rules to deduce the expected logs of the target nodes (with the open source tool IRIS). Next, combining this with MHT, the source node conducts provenance verification to confirm whether the real log entries match the expected ones. Finally, according to our algorithm, PVAd returns the exact malicious nodes.

4.3 Factors Influencing the Reasoning Efficiency

We use IRIS to conduct our reasoning process. We first write the reasoning rules in NDlog programs, and then extract the sending/receiving evidence from the logs. According to this evidence, the prospective truths which should be provided by the suspicious nodes are reasoned out by using IRIS. The time and spatial cost of the reasoning of each rule are given in Figure 3. The evidence which should exist in the nodes is reasoned before verification and we just confirm this evidence to judge which node committed the attacks. We have observed three main factors, which are reasoning steps, variables of the tuples and initial rules, affecting the time and memory cost of PVAd. From Figure 3, we can see that the results of the time and memory cost vary with the changing of these factors especially with the variables of the tuples. As for the time cost, we can see strong relevance of the time cost and variables from r1-r8. The reasoning steps and IRs (Initial Rules) have little influence on the time costs. In memory cost, we can also see that the fewer the steps, the higher the memory costs from r4-r5. According to the analysis, the variable number is the most significant factor among these three parameters. The whole time and spatial cost is acceptable according to our experimental results.

4.4 Performance on different orders of verification

In the wireless environment, the malicious nodes can behave differently for different routing paths. They may act as a normal node on one path, but pretend to be a wanted destination on another path after intercepting the reply message. Thus, the verifications over a suspicious node may have different results. Only when we confirm that the node is...
malicious for the first time, we can decide that the routing path with the malicious node is unavailable. Therefore, the verification results vary randomly when we perform the verification on different routing paths in different orders. If we can detect the malicious node at the beginning, only a single path is verified. In the worst case, we should check all of the potential routing paths to detect the maliciousness of the node. We also evaluate the average cost when the verification order is randomly selected.

We use NS3 to simulate the ad hoc network environment and let the nodes send and receive packets. At the same time, the log file for each node will be created as a .pcap file. Each node reads the file and uses the information to build up the Merkle Hash Tree and conducts the verification phase. The time cost and memory cost of the verification, including the cost for constructing the MHT, are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. The best-case scenario is when we only verify the destination once and then find the malicious node immediately. The worst-case scenario means we verify the destination according to different routing paths and find the malicious node last. The average-case scenario means that we get the results of time and memory costs from general verification. First, we can see from the results that time cost or memory increases as the message code length and number of logs increase. Second, single verification can have a significant reduction in the time cost as well as the memory cost. The overall cost is limited and the results show that our approach is practical for use on real network logs.
4.5 Time Window Size Influencing the Accuracy of the Apriori Algorithm

During the rule learning phase, we need to collect the logs of different routers in MANETs. Because the log entries have inherent time sequences, we should set the time window size when we use the Apriori algorithm. In our experiment, we set the window size from 0s to 120s and we compare the results we obtained with the former setting rules with the following equation:

$$\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Correctly extracted rules}}{\text{Total extracted rules}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

When PVad learns the association rules, we need to set the time window size to separate the log chunks. PVad runs the Apriori algorithm on the logs within the same window size. Due to the results in Figure 6, time window size influences the accuracy rule learning. From the results, we achieved best accuracy rate among 50s to 80s and the log entries increase dramatically after the time window of 80 seconds.

4.6 Performance of Detecting Attacks on Real Routers

We also launched our experiment on the real routers that consist of Huawei, Cisco, and Dlink. We launched an IP Spoofing Attack, SSL Attack, DOS Attack, ARP Spoofing...
Attack, and Gateway Monitoring Attack towards the routers and these attacks can influence the logs on the routers. We compared the results of PVad with our former work CRVad [17] and SyslogDigest [18], which can also verify the correctness of the nodes in MANETs. The precision and recall are calculated according to Equation 3 and 4. We collected the key-value pairs of recall and precision. Then, we select the points which range from 0.1 to 1 in the recall and draw the fitted curve in Figure 7.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Correctly detected attacks}}{\text{Total inserted attacks}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Correctly detected attacks}}{\text{Total detected attacks}} \quad (4)
\]

As the Figure 7 shows, PVad can achieve a better result than CRVad. The error sum of the squares of PVad, CRVad and SyslogDigest are 0.0068, 0.0144 and 0.0257.
respectively, which are acceptable in our experiments. CRVad used the rules that were set by the operators and it required the help of human experts to deal with these rules. Therefore, in the real router environment, it can reduce the performance of the detection accuracy. SyslogDigest used the subtype tree to extract the templates from the raw logs and learnt the events by using the association rule. We apply SyslogDigest to extract the event and use the PCA algorithm [20] to detect the anomalies. During the construction of the subtype tree, it is difficult for SyslogDigest to choose a proper parameter in pruning the tree branches [21]. PVad mitigated this problem by using the machine learning algorithm and it can learn the rules that existed in the Network. Besides, we construct the log entries into the Merkle Hash Tree for verification and it can preserve the privacy of the nodes, which do not have the problem of choosing the parameter in pruning the tree branches as SyslogDigest. PVad can be more accurate than the two methods as shown in our results.

5. Related Work

Reasoning: There is substantial work on reasoning attacks or bugs in the database [22] and networks [23], but only a few papers consider the reasoning in a distributed and automatic way for the routing field. SNP [12] explains its operators as to why the network systems are in a certain state. ExSPAN [24] provides reasoning in the database system. None of these papers consider the problem why such state or log entries do not exist or are missed. Wu et al. [25] provide a method which answers why-not queries in SDN with a negative reasoning link. The following work Y! [26] can also track the negative reasoning link in SDN and BGP. Both of the works should involve human operators but do not start automatically. SDN can get the information by the controller which can collect the information among nodes without considering privacy. None of these works considers the distributed environment and networks as we do here. In the network literature, there is some prior work on tracking the faults in the routing system, such as CRVad [17]. However, it cannot help the source avoid the malicious node in the routing discovery phase.

Privacy: This line of work, started by PeerReview [6] detects faults by collecting all observations about each node. There is an inherent tension between verification and privacy-preservation because the verification usually requires revealing private log entries or packets of nodes [4]. To solve the privacy issue, NetReview [27] proposed to use the hash chain to verify the correctness of the BGP and Hayajneh et al. [28] proposed a lightweight public key authentication scheme for MSN systems. Papadimitriou et al. [10] used reasoning combined with the zero knowledge proof to verify the correctness of the nodes instead of trusting the MOS (minimal observer set) as credible information. However, the approach can be influenced by the malicious destination at the first step. In recent work, such as Y! [26] and SNP [12], they can provide the tracing link to the misbehavior but they seldom consider the privacy preservation in the distributed system. None of these works can achieve both privacy preservation as well as credible verification like what we do in our work.

Network diagnostics: In the context of MANETs, there are a lot of papers focusing on attack detection, such as [29] [30] which mainly solve the security issues after the link is built, but most of them cannot prevent some malicious behavior in the routing discovery phase. Several secure protocols [31] [32] have been proposed to guarantee the security of the log, but they require that all nodes meet a certain criteria sharing a common secret key and focus on only one kind of attack which is either an active or passive attack, but cannot tackle both of them. Nakayama et al. [33] proposed an approach to detect
the malicious node based on dynamic learning, but their method should gather all of the nodes’ information and finish the task in a central way. A few existing systems, such as PeerPressure [34], EnCore [35], ClearView [36] and Shen et al. [37], used statistical analysis or data mining to learn correct configuration values, performance models, or system invariants. But none of them accurately capture the causality of the states of the nodes or leverage causality to detect attacks. Our method is used to detect the malicious nodes in a distributed way during the routing discovery phase as well as detect active and passive attacks.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an approach, PVad, to verify the nodes automatically without introducing a third party. We emphasized privacy preservation during the routing establishing phase. PVad uses the Apriori algorithm to find the communication rules in MANETs instead of making them. We used NDIlog in reasoning expected information and a Merkle Hash Tree to preserve the confidentialities of the destination and the intermediated routers. According to PVad, we can eliminate both the fake destination and malicious intermediated routers. PVad achieves the goal of verifying the routing path in a self-organized manner without revealing any private data from the log of the nodes. Our approach is scalable and practical for use in real MANETs.

We focus on the problems at the very beginning of the route establishing phase, and we devote our method to solving problems in this phase. We want to guarantee that the hosts are all well-behaved. Only with this healthy routing path can the MANET run efficiently and securely. In our future work, we plan to extend our method to routing maintenance and data forwarding phases. Besides, PVad cannot do the work of attack prediction and this is also the direction we want to accomplish in our future work.
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